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Welcome To





Focus Eye Group

Where your vision is our focus, and your trust is our inspiration.


Book Now
Meet the team
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Introducing Focus Eye Group

Your Trusted Source for Exceptional Eye Care in Chester County!

For decades, the team behind Levin Luminais Chronister Eye Associates has been synonymous with excellence in eye care throughout Chester County. Now, as we step into an exciting new chapter, we are thrilled to introduce ourselves as Focus Eye Group. Our commitment to providing the highest quality care remains unwavering, and we are excited to continue serving you under our new name and branding.

We specialize in Ophthalmology, Optometry, and Multi-Specialty Ophthalmic Practices at Focus Eye Group. Our expertise encompasses the full spectrum of eye care, from preventive measures to detecting and treating various eye conditions. With a particular focus on cataracts and their treatment options, including advanced laser cataract surgery, our team is well equipped to address all your eye health needs.






We invite you to join us on this exciting journey as we continue to provide exceptional care guided by our core values since 1977. Your vision and well-being remain our top priorities, and we are honored to be your chosen partner in maintaining and enhancing your eye health.

Request an Appointment





Our Services
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Cataract Surgery




Experience renewed vision and vibrant clarity with cataract surgery. Our expert team specializes in personalized care, ensuring comfort and safety throughout the procedure. Say goodbye to cloudy vision and hello to a brighter, sharper world with our trusted cataract surgery services.
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Cosmetic & Eyelid Surgery




Enhancing your natural beauty through our transformative cosmetic and eyelid surgery procedures. Our skilled surgeons tailor every treatment to your goals, helping you achieve the aesthetic results you've always dreamed of.
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Dry Eye Treatment




Our team understands the discomfort dry eyes can bring, and we offer personalized solutions to alleviate your symptoms and improve your quality of life. Say goodbye to irritation and hello to refreshed, hydrated eyes with our expert dry eye treatment services.
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Glaucoma




Protect your vision and enhance your eye health with our advanced glaucoma treatments. Our highly skilled ophthalmologists will customize a care plan to effectively manage and control glaucoma, ensuring the preservation of your sight. Trust in our expertise to maintain clear vision and a brighter future through our specialized glaucoma treatments.
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Routine Eye Exams




Prioritize your eye health with our routine eye exams, designed to keep your vision at its best. Our experienced optometrists provide thorough assessments, ensuring early detection of any issues and offering tailored solutions to maintain your visual well-being. Invest in regular eye exams to safeguard your eyesight and enjoy a lifetime of clear and healthy vision.
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Retina Care




Elevate your eye health to a higher level with our specialized retina care. With cutting-edge diagnostics and personalized treatment plans, we're committed to providing the best care for your eye's most delicate and vital component. Trust us to safeguard your vision and enjoy a brighter, clearer world through our expert retina care services.
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Shop Our

Optical & Contact Lenses

Discover the perfect frames at our on-site optical shop, Pro-Specs. Elevate your eyewear experience with our carefully curated selection of stylish frames that blend fashion with functionality. Our expert opticians are dedicated to helping you find the ideal frames that compliment your appearance and provide the perfect fit for ultimate comfort. In addition, our Optical Shop offers a diverse array of contact lens options to suit your lifestyle and prescription, ensuring clear vision and all-day comfort.








Ready to Get Started?

The ophthalmologists at Focus Eye Group are ready to help you with all of your vision treatment needs.




Request an Appointment








Testimonials

What Our Patients Say
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"Dr. Brandt is a very thorough and very meticulous doctor I always feel safe when I'm in her hands. Would recommend her to everyone."

Nancy B.
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"Very prompt to begin my appointment. Professional and office is very clean which I appreciate. Team works good together from what I observed. Definitely referring this practice. Great to have the optician area to order my frames lenses. Dr. S is very knowledgeable."

Lynn A.
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"Dr Chronister and the associated technicians were pleasant and thorough in their examination and assessment of my eyes. They explained each step in my exam even though much of it was routine to them. I greatly appreciate their friendliness and advice."

Jackie B.
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"Dr. Luminais is absolutely the best ophthalmologist around! Extremely knowledgeable and professional. I am so thankful that he is overseeing and treating my eye problems."

Christine L.
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"Dr Chronister and his staff were exceedingly pleasant and professional. My experience having cataract surgery on both eyes couldn’t have gone any better. They’re very confident and capable, yet down to earth which gives you peace of mind throughout the process. I’ve recommended them to my family and friends."

Andy D.
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"My husband and I have already recommended your practice to our friends.
We both felt well cared for and trusted the expertise shared!"

Sandy S.































Our Locations

Thorndale Location
3000 CG Zinn Road
Thorndale, PA 19372

Berwyn Location
1175 Lancaster Avenue 
Berwyn, PA 19312

Vision One Laser & Surgery Center
140 John Robert Thomas Dr.
Exton, PA 19341
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